Theme Lead Meeting: Graduate Student Pursuits

Time of Event:
Monday, December 15, 2014 - 09:00 to Wednesday, December 17, 2014 - 17:00

This is a closed meeting for a funded synthesis group of visiting scholars.

The National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) recently sought proposals for independent synthesis research by graduate student teams focused on two broad Themes:

2. Surprise in Human Adaptation to Environmental Change [3]

The goal of this program is to engage graduate students and to offer experiential opportunities in team science, [4] socio-environmental [5] synthesis research, [6] and transdisciplinary collaboration, [7]

This meeting will be the inaugural meeting for the PIs of each Pursuit.

To learn more about this Theme, click here. [8]

To learn more about the Pursuits, click here. [9]
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